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REQUESTS-QUOTES - new features are now available (version 41)
CHECKLIST - we have added a new section in Settings panel - Checklist Notifications (version
41)
REQUESTS-QUOTES - new features introduced (version 40)
CREW PANEL - new features introduced (version 40)
OPS - new features and changes introduced (version 40)
FLEET - we have published a new aircraft edition panel (version 39)
CREW PANEL - we have added new features (version 39)
FLEET - the functionality of virtual aircraft has been added (version 38)
REQUESTS-QUOTES - we have added new features (version 38)
REQUESTS-QUOTES - new features have been introduced. (version 37)
INTEGRATIONS - API Keys functionality launched (version 36)
REQUESTS-QUOTES - new features have been implemented (version 36)
CREW PANEL - new features have been implemented (version 36)
REQUESTS-QUOTES - we have added a possibility of creating SUBCHARTER aircraft quote
(version 35)
REQUESTS-QUOTES - new features and modifications have been implemented (version 34)
CREW PANEL - further options developed (version 34)
ADD-ONS - option to integrate with 'RDC - Airport Charges' application is now available (version
33)
SALES PANEL - further changes introduced (version 32)
ADD-ONS - changes to Rocket Route integration process (version 32)
SALES PANEL - we have launched a new SALES PANEL in Leon (version 31)
WIZARD REPORT - a new type of a report 'Flights Aggregated Statistics' has been introduced
(version 31)
CREW EXPERIENCE - an option to define email notifications about crew reaching 'Experienced'
status has been added (version 31)
CREW PANEL - it is possible to copy crew between the flights (version 30)
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